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PROJECT OVERVIEW
The digitization of agricultural value chains is an emerging opportunity for mobile
network operators (MNOs) to drive rural growth through enterprise solutions tailored to
agribusinesses. Moving beyond the initial provision of agricultural value-added services
(VAS) or bulk payments, holistic enterprise solutions might include a combination of digital
payments, digital records and farmer profiles, content and track and trace services.
The GSMA mAgri program is working with MNOs and agribusinesses that are committed to
and investing in the digitization of agricultural value chains through enterprise solutions.

Tasks at hand:
GSMA commissioned IDEATE to conduct in depth design research to identify opportunities
for agribusiness digitization across multiple value-chains in Pakistan following humancentered design methods. IDEATE’s team spent two weeks in field to study the value chains,
key stakeholders and their roles and responsibilities, followed by Design workshop to
synthesize these observations and learnings into clear value propositions, journey maps
and opportunity areas for Telenor.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE FIELD RESEARCH
1. To outline and analyze the procurement process
involved in value chain
•
•
•

Map out detail on the processes and operations held by the agribusiness
Identify stakeholders involved at each step
Organizational structures and flow of information regarding procurement through that structure

2. Build a user profile
•
•
•
•
•

Define key persons involved in different processes
Understand the KPIs of those individuals and mapping out their
journeys
Determine their pain points
Determine areas where source smart can add value in the process
To gauge their flexibility towards digitization

3. Testing out the Source Smart MVP with the key users
•
•
•
•
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Gathering user’s feedback on Source Smart
To determine whether Source Smart fulfills their business needs or
not
How well does the user understand the interface?
In what ways can Source Smart be calibrated to fit the user needs.

PR O JECT O VER V I E W

FIELD P R EP A R A T I ON
R ESEAR CH O VE RV I E W

IN FI ELD SYN THE S I S

SY N TH ESI S WORKS H O P

R ESEAR CH FI ND I N G S

PR I O R I TY O P PORT U N I T Y A RE A S

MI NI M UM VI AB L E P RO D U C T

O TH ER O P PO R T U N I T Y A RE A S

FUTU R E R O AD MA P
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2. F I E L D P R E PA R A TION
Before going into the field we
conducted literature review,
prepared field tools and mock
ups for research

Mock ups
After in-depth desk analysis of the process at hand
the mock-ups of Sourcesmart app and dashboard
were developed. The purpose of these mock-ups
was to provide the user with a broader picture of
how Source Smart can be modified to conform to
current procurement processes that are specific to
the milk Agribusiness.

Hypothesis Workshop
Hypothesis testing exercise was carried out
to identify the key personas and come up with the
challenges that each of them maybe going through
in the current procurement process
Following key personas were identified:
•
Head of procurement
•
Area office manager
•
Field collection staff
•
Farmer (indirect)

Discussion Guideline
We prepared discussion guidelines to serve as a guide for
our open ended interviews.
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Dashboards

Purchase receipt on app
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3. R E S E A R C H OV E RV IE W
Before going into the field we
conducted literature review,
prepared field tools and mock
ups for research

1 DAIRY
Nurpur

Location: Sargodha/ Silanwalli/
Bhalwal
Carried out Interviews with:
• 3 MCCIs
• 1 Area officer
• 1 Area manager
• Factory finance department
• Manager planning
• Farmers
Prototype and Mock up testing
• MCCI
• Area Manager
• Factory Finance
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2. KI N NO W
Al-Rafique

Location: Sargodha
Interviews with:
• Manager Export
• CEO
Factory visit
Farm visit
•
Interview with 3 farmers
•
Interview with Dr Gimroz (Agrarian)
•
Picking process details
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3. RICE
Khushi Foods

Location: Nankana Sahib
Interviews with
1. Manager
2. CEO
3. Arthi
4. Farmers
Factory visit
Mandi visit
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4. I N FI E L D S Y N T HE SIS
Our team conducted daily
synthesis and syncs to capture
the insights and observations
from the day’s activities while
they were fresh in mind.
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Themes
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5. S Y N T H E S I S W ORK SHOP

21 Jan 2019- 25th Jan 2019
Our researchers gathered along with Telenor
SourceSmart team members for a 4 day
workshop at Telenor to map out user personas,
journey maps, value proposition maps and to
brainstorm and prioritize the opportunity areas
for Telenor in short and long term.

1 Milk

2 Kinnow

3 Rice

Persona Development
- MCCI
- Area Manager
- CDF/ SDF
- Factory Finance Department

Persona Development
- CEO/ Export Manager
- Agri Expert
- Farmer

Persona Development
- Ceo/ Manager
- Arthi
- Farmer

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Journey Maps
Identified challenges and
opportunities
Value Proposition Maps

Journey Maps
Identified challenges and opportunities

Brainstorming Solutions
Prioritize MVP and feature sets
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Journey Maps
Identified challenges and opportunities

USER JOURNEY

USER PERSONAS

VALUE PROPOSITION MAPS
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BRAINSTORMING EXCERCISE
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6. R E S E A R C H F I NDING S
A compilation of all our learnings in
the form of product cycles, company
profiles, process maps, user personas,
process maps and challenges for each of
the 3 agribusinesses.

ORCHARD

DAIRY

GRAIN

Farmer manages
his cash by
borrowing from
informal sources
like arthi

1
Farmer sells the milk

Open Market

Farmer sells the milk

Agribusiness
picks the
produce from
orchards

Agribusiness
gets an advance
contract and
provides cash
and inputs

2

Agribusiness
provides advisory
to farmers

The company
purchases the milk
from the farmer

Farmer sells the
produce to the
arthi

Arthi takes the
product from the
farmer and sells it
to the mills

Agribusiness
buys the produce
from the arthi in
open market

VALUE CHAIN ECOSYSTEMS
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DAIRY

Milk Procurement system
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MILK

Milk

4th largest dairy producer

Pakistan is world’s 4th largest dairy producer in terms of milk
volume. According to economic survey of Pakistan 2017-18,
58 Million Tons of milk was produced in Pakistan, however,
most of it gets consumed in local market.

84%- SDF

84% of dairy farmers fall into subsistence farmer category
(SDF) who have on average 3 animals with 4 liter/day
production. Despite such large numbers, packaged milk
industry only procures 4-5% of total volume from these
farmers and procure bulk volume through commercial
farms.

Formal milk chain

Less than 10% of total milk volume is processed by formal
milk processing units. Nestle and Engro are the market
leaders in UHT milk while Nurpur is the third largest
producer.
19

MILK

1

2

Farmer feeds the

Farmer milks the

8 Market

3

Open Market

4,9

Sells the milk to
1- Dodhi
2- Milk collection centers

Consumers

company
4 The
collects the milk
through MCCs

PRODUCT CYCLE
MILK
5

7 Packaging

Transported to the
factory

6 Processing
Lean season:
May to November
70% sell to open market
30% sell to companies
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MILK

Flush season:
November to April
30% sell to cities
70% sell to companies

- Testing
- Ultra Heat Treatment (UHT)
- Pasteurization

Flow Of Milk

Flow Of Advisory

ABOUT FAUJI FOODS
Fauji Foods Limited (Formerly Noon Pakistan Limited) was incorporated in Pakistan on 26 September, 1966 as a Public Limited
Company. This Organization is the first Dairy Company in Pakistan to be certified under ISO 22000:2005.The Company has
achieved a growth of 682.73% in turnover in a span of four years
i.e. turnover of the Company has grown from Rs.311.27 million
in 2004 to Rs.2,436.41 million in 2011, through a dedicated and
experienced sales team.
Product lines: Butter, Cheese, UHT Milk, HCLF, Pasteurized Milk,
Tea whitener, Flavored Milk, Cream, Desi Ghee, Fruit Juices, Honey and Jam.
Location: The Head Office of the Company is situated at FFBL
Complex, 103 A/B,
Upper Mall, Lahore and the Plant is located at Bhalwal, District
Sargodha.

About Nurpur
Nurpur is a 50 years old brand and is affiliated with
Fauji Foods, that is primarily famous for its good
quality butter. Now, Nurpur is expanding and gaining traction across the consumer base for its unique
taste in all other dairy products.
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MILK

Other players in Dairy

Farmer type

Volume provided by
each farmer (L)

Number of
farmers

% of Total
volume

Small farmers
(Progressive + SDF)

0 - 100

1300

10.5%

Commercial Dairy
Farmer (CDF)

100+

300

35-40%

-

-

30-40%

Direct source
(Corperate Farms)

TYPES OF FARMERS
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MILK

Milk collection
center

Area Office
Region 3
Area Office

Milk collection
center

Factory

Milk collection
center

Region 1
Region 2
Milk collection
center

Area Office

Region 4
Area Office

Milk collection
center
Milk collection
center

Milk collection
center
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MILK

Supply Chain of Milk Procurement

Milk Collection Centre
Farmers bring the milk to
the MCC.

1

MCCI will conduct basic
quality tests and finds
out Fat and LR content to
determine volume at 13Ts

2

26 tests are done
at area lab
Should be 4 Degrees

He will issue an receipt
(MPR) against the farmer’s
name and volume of milk
provided and give 1 copy to
the farmer

3

Details of MPR are entered
in each row of an MPS. Total
milk collection is calculated
by the end of the day.

4

Tests milk (Organo,
APT, COB)

Enters in his logbook
( mobile report)

Factory
Finance

5

Measure volume

Checks temperature-

Quality
Assurance

Area Office

Transport

6

7

8

9

Collection data is
entered into excel
and 15-16 reports are
generated

10

Purchase reports
Lab report
Emailed to factory

11

Dispatch note is
made portion wise of
the tanker

12

13

Milk goes to QA and
the samples are
tested portion wise.

Verifies area reports
against paper
receipts

Records are made in
SAP ERP and quality
results are emailed
to area operations.

Finance department
disburses the
payments to the
suppliers
weekly through a
bank.
1300 vendors
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Collects milk in the tanker.

MPR
(250- 300 MPR/ Day)
From one region

MPS

(50 Mps/ Day)

MILK

Mobile report

From one region

Farmer History register
Visitor log
Maintenance logbook
Genset report
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MPR MPS

MPR MPS Mobile report
FACTORY FINANCEMPR MPS Mobile report

Dispatch Note

Dispatch Note

Area office monitors monthly

Existing process map- Kinnow

USER PERSONAS
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MILK

MCCI

Name: Akhtar

Location: SIlanwalli

Working hours
EDUCATION
Metric

Morning shift- 7am (Fajar)- 11am
Evening shift- 5pm to 7pm

Tech literacy
Internet connectivity
in his area

Smart phone user

‘Farmer’s practices cannot be changed’
What does he do?
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MILK | PERSONAS

Builds
relationship
with farmers

Informs Area
Office of potential
suppliers

Collects milk
from farmers

Measures
Volume

Organo, APT
and COB tests

Issues MPR and
fills MPS sheet

Maintains
4 degree
temperature

Maintains record
of temp. of chiller,
selling records, genset
readings and visitor
logs.

MMT

Working shifts

Mobile Milk Transporter

Morning- around 11 am

Name: Akhtar

Evening- around 5 pm

Location: Silanwalli

EDUCATION
Metric

Tech literacy
Internet connectivity
in his area

Smartphone user

What does he do?
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MILK | PERSONAS

Collects milk
from assigned
MCCs

Collects 4 milk
samples from the
chiller

Organo, APT, COB

Collects MPS
and MPR from
each MCC

Adds collection
records on
his Mobile Sheet

Stays in
contact with
the area office.

Tests one of the
samples out

Fills MPS

AREA MANAGER
Name: Humayun
Location: Silanwalli

EDUCATION
Graduate

COMMUNICATION

Tech literacy
Internet connectivity
in his area
Willingness to adopt
technology

Makes reports and emails them
to Factory finance

‘Excel is our limitation’
What does he do?
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MILK | PERSONAS

Monitors MCCI
and Area Officer
activity on a daily
basis

Plans incentives
for the farmers

Data entry of
MPR, MPS and
Dispatch note

Monitors test
results

Plans the
routes out for
transportation of
milk

Assign Targets to
MCCs

Generates loss/
gain report at
each level

Sets Rates of the
milk

CDF

SDF

Name: Akhtar

Name: Amjad Iqbal

COMMERCIAL DAIRY FARMER

SUBSISTENCE DAIRY FARMER

Location: Silanwalli

Location: Silanwalli
Occupation: Teacher
Tech literacy

Tech literacy

Internet connectivity
in his area

Internet connectivity
in his area

”Easy paisa waqti kaam
chalata hai”
Payment

Payment

Rs/ week

Depends on
number of
liters

50,000
160l
/ Day

CASH

Cheque
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MILK | PERSONAS

Allied Bank

17km from silanwalli

Gets incentives
for 100+ liters

Prefers
text message
receipts

Pays his bill at
mobile money
shop

> 10l
/ Day

Gets no
incentives

Uses for
phone calls

Head of Finance
Name: Shafaqat
Head of Finance

Location: Bhalwal ( Factory)

Tech literacy
Factory finance
department collects all
the receipts

Willingness to adopt
technology

‘If the system calculates complete payment
along with incentives only then its useful for us’

What does he do?
Checks Excel
sheets sent by
the Area Manager
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MILK | PERSONAS

Factory finance
department collects all
the receipts

Disperses
payments through
a bank

Milk collection
center

Milk collection
center

Milk collection
center

Area Office
Factory
Region 1
Region 2

Milk collection
center

Milk collection
center

Milk collection
center
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MILK

Milk Collection
Journey

Relationships

Registration

Milk arrival

Sampling and testing

Receipt

MCC Operations

MCC

Activities

Area Office sends field agents
to conduct a survey on volume,
electricity, feasibility
MCCI Builds relationship with the
farmers and informs Area Office
• Informs Area Office of the potential
farmers in his area

Incentives only for CDF

Cash Reflow

Challenges

Opportunities

Motivations+
feelings

Technology

Farmer registration form
is filled to collect relevant
information
SDF- Not registered
CDF- Sign a stamp paper

MCCI measures the volume
through calibrated bucket

•
•

Takes out the samples from
each container

•

Milk Collection+Transport

MMT
Carries out the tests:
APT, COB, SMELL,
TASTE, SIGHT
Calculates the, fat
(4.25< 6), LR >7.8, SNF,
TS ( adjusted volume)

He fills the MPR
MPR has 3 copies:

Maintains visitor log book, opening
balance, leftover milk, genset
readings and temperature readings
(Needs to maintain 4C temperature
in the chiller)
AO visits MCC and check Volume,
temperature and electricity sheets
from white board

Measure volume
Checks temperature
Tests milk
Signs MPS
Fills MPR
Collects milk in the tanker.

Canceling of MPRs is long
process
Manual data entry errors
Cutting of MPR causes audit
issues
Maintain weekly loss/gain
average to stay with in limits

No efficient way of monitoring
genset data

MMT needs to stay in contact
with area manager to stay
updated on the routes

Automatic generation of
weekly and daily transactions

IoT based solutions for
1.Temperature of the chiller
2.Generator Fuel
3.Electricity
Reporting problems through a ticket
system
Auto request generation module for
maintenance

Area Office

MCCI

Farmer

Fills information on MPS

Takes MPRs, MPS and mobile report

CDF receives a check
Banks used by Farmers
ABL, HBL, MCB. UBL
SDF are not issued a code, and
thus receive the payments
in cash

Competition between different
MCCI in the same region
Farmers can give the milk to
anyone
No fixed supply volume

1.

Limited capacity of the
measuring container makes
the task tedious

Tracking source of aflatoxins  
can be challenging

Once the records are digitized,
it will become easier to plan
incentives.
Providing incentives on DF
and PF level in increase farmer
loyalty

- Credit scoring for DF and
above
- Financial inclusion of
registered farmers
- QR code info of a farmer
- All registered farmers can be
paid via IBFT

SNF and adjusted volume
should be automatically
calculated.

MCCI do not maintain the data
of rejected milk as yet.

Advisory to small farmers
Small farmers provide better
milk quality
Procuring from small farmers
in considered giving back to
society

They have to meet their
targets

Multiple farmers may cause
hastiness amongst the MCCI

How to open easy paisa
account of non Telenor users.

Farmer registration through
app

2.
3.

Opening of accounts
take time
Payments are made
through cross cheques
No Direct farmer history
maintained

The payments for DF can be
automatically calculated

Manual data entry can be
stressful

Box was too small for data
entry

Genset data is received on
fortnightly basis on registers

‘ Daily reporting can help a lot’

Communication through
phone calls

Iot sensors for flushing
Digitizing rejection note
MCC level data available to
Area Office

Testing

Processing

Transport

Plant collection

AREA OFFICE
Activities

-26 tests done by lab supervisor and
entered onto the lab quality register.
-Data operators enter the test results on to
excel sheet

Area Manager monitoring and generating
multiple reports:
MPR and MPS data digitized
Purchase report
Genset report
Route/ Tanker report
Loss/ gain report (0.5 margin)

Payments
FACTORY

The receipts (MPR, MPS, MOBILE REPORT) is
send to factory along with a dispatch note
that consists of all the test results

Factory finance receives all the paper work
that includes MPR, MPS, dispatch note,
mobile report.

The factory finance department disperses
the payments to the farmers weekly
through a bank.

Dispatch note is made portion wise by the
lab tester.

Milk goes to QA and the samples are tested
portion wise. Dispatch note is made and
results are emailed to Area Office.

1300 vendors
Pricing is detected from the head-office

TOTAL NUMBER OF REPORTS= 15-16

Cash
Reflow

Payments to vendors are done per km.

Challenges

Opportunities

Motivations
+ Feelings

No software to efficiently form reports
Area Officer limited to excel sheets.
No real-time update on genset readings
makes reconciliation of units with amount
of milk chilled difficult.
Area manager cannot trust the MCCI.

Automatically calculate gain/ loss report at
each level

Live tracking of the MMTs to plan the routes

SAP is not integrated with the milk collection
data

Self-route calculations through geotagging

A system to set rate at each level:
Supplier wise
Category wise
MCC wise
Route wise
Area manager prefers:
Detailed dashboard
Daily reporting
Management app

They want results before they make a
decision
Important reports:
Lost/ gain report

‘Excel is our limitation’

Tech

- Genset report
- Transportation cost report
- Loss/ gain report
- Attendance system of the entire
procurement staff
- Automatic calculation of incentives
(volume+ no. of days off

Wants user level access of the product

Payments are disbursed through a bank.
Factory Finance can generate similar
payment file for Direct Farmer

Challenges
•
•
•
•

34

Farmer
MCCI
Area Manager
Factory Finance

MILK | CHALLENGES

Farmer challenges
Dairy farmers would like to receive better rates for their milk supply
as they have limited options to sell milk if they are far off from
urban areas. Those living closer to urban areas are generally able to
get better rates due to higher demand and competition in market.
Small-holder farmers are cash-strapped and often rely on middlemen to secure expensive loans. Local milk procuring agents often
provide cash-advances to these farmers to secure milk supplies.
Agribusiness finds it challenging to compete with such players.
There is an opportunity to provide micro-finance to small farmers
to increase their supply and provide an incentive to sell to the
agribusiness. Credit scoring mechanisms can take into account
digitized supplier histories.
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MILK | CHALLENGES

MCCI challenges
Maintaining purchase records is a tedious process:
MCCI fills out different forms and receipts to keep track of milk collection and
shop operations. He issues receipts to each supplier and manually enters the
record of each receipt on milk purchase sheet (daily collection record). Any
errors can result in a complicated correction process which involves Area
Officers. Cuttings or corrections on receipts cause problems in audit process.
MCCIs also need to maintain logbooks for generator usage and fuel
consumption along with milk volume and temperature data. These logs are
monitored by Area office to track expenses and detect any pilferage.
Digital receipts and forms can simplify this process for MCCIs. Such system
must also provide appropriate error correction mechanisms and must work
in poor internet coverage.

Manual complaint and support process:
MCCIs have to communicate over phone to report any problems, request
maintenance support, request new record/receipt books, fuel etc. Area
manager wants a system to track reported issues and support requests for
each MCCI to streamline operations.
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MILK | CHALLENGES

Milk Purchase Receipt

Mobile Report

Milk Purchase Sheet

Farmer Register
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MILK | CHALLENGES

Dispatch note

MCCI
Dashboard
38

MILK | CHALLENGES

Area office
1. Paper-based procurement process causes delayed
decision-making:
All collection records at MCCs are made on paper based receipts. Tankers
collect milk and bring these paper receipts along to the area officer which
are digitized by a data entry operator. Daily collection starts at 6 am and
ends near 9 am (morning) but data from this procurement is made available
electronically later in the evening after all collection is completed. Due to
these delays Area Manager can’t make real-time decisions about collection,
transportation and targets etc. and has to rely a lot on phone based
communication. Paper based records also result in several rounding off
errors in data.
A real-time digital procurement system can enable Area Manager to manage
his operations efficiently and plan his activities at the Area Office before
the collection tankers can deliver the milk. He can also plan and adjust the
collection routes based on knowledge of the milk volumes at each MCC.

2. Limited analytics are available for effective monitoring:
Due to paper based procurement system, Area Managers are limited by
the functionality provided in Microsoft excel to generate various reports
about daily collection records, employee performance, targets achievement,
loss-gain incurred at different levels of supply chain. These reports are fixed
formats and don’t allow flexibility to perform advanced analytics and make
informed decisions.
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MILK | CHALLENGES

3. Securing supply from SDFs is difficult:
SDFs provide good quality milk with higher Fat content, however, their
volumes are quite low and supply is unpredictable as they only sell leftover
milk. Currently, SDFs are not formally registered and their record is only
maintained in registers at MCCs. Due to stricter KYC requirements bank
accounts requirements are waived off and these farmers are paid cash
through MCCI. Farmers often sell to competing agribusinesses or local
vendors if they get better pricing or relationships.
Area Manager wants a digital system which can facilitate registration
and payments for SDFs allowing him to monitor their selling history and
devise loyalty programs for them to ensure better supply. Digital advisory
solutions can also help build better loyalty.
SDFs are ideal target customers for mobile money accounts due to lower
KYC requirements and the eagerness of agribusiness to digitize their
payments and introduce incentive programs.

4. Creating a performance bonus for MCCIs and Area
Officers is challenging:
Due to lack of efficient data collection process, Area officers don’t get
detailed data about performance of MCCs and Area officers in comparison
to the assigned targets. Due to the manual process, it becomes a tedious
task to offer performance based incentives to employees. A previous
experiment took several months to process and verify data for incentive
calculation. A digital procurement system can provide detailed data at each
point of supply chain allowing traceability and performance management.
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MILK | CHALLENGES

Factory Finance
Cost of paper record management
Nurpur factory has recently been upgraded with an ERP system to
streamline their operations. However, the ERP system does not cover
the last-mile of procurement at MCCIs and Area Offices. Finance
department still has to rely on the excel based reports and it verifies
them against the paper receipts received on daily basis. Maintaining
and managing these paper records takes up valuable resources and
incur cost.
Finance department has to calculate the payments of suppliers
based on volume supplied and incentives formula (for commercial
farmers to ensure loyalty and supply consistency).
A digital procurement system can simplify these operations by
automatically generating payment records for each milk supplier
based on rates and formula in the system.
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MILK | CHALLENGES

ORCHARD
(Kinnow)

42

ORCHARD

Kinnow cultivation in Pakistan
Kinnow cultivation forms a more than 80% share of citrus fruits
in Pakistan. As per estimates, a total of 2.33 Million Tons are
cultivated over a land area of 200,000 Acres. According to Al-Rafique
management, only 4% of kinnow production is exported due to lack of
availability of export quality kinnow. In 2017-18, 175,000 Tons of kinnow
were exported which amounts to 7.5B Rs. There is potential to increase
exports if produce quality is improved and production costs reduced.
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ORCHARD

needs
1 Factory
more fruits
Export

9
2 Contract with the farmer
APRIL

Processing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sorting
Cleaning
Washing
Waxing
Sorted by size
Packing

8

JUNE

PRODUCT CYCLE
ORCHARD

7

Fruit transported
to the factory

6
Company sends

44

ORCHARD

3 Growing
JUNE- DECEMBER

• Factory monitors the
by visiting thrice in a
month

4 Monitoring

Picking

The labor to pick the fruit:
Grading

Field preparation
for growing:
• Ploughing
• Water
• Fertilizers

5

DECEMBER

Harvesting season

ABOUT AL RAFIQUE
Al Rafique has started its business operations in 1937 in
Kapoor Thala near Jalandhar, East Punjab – India by Mr.
Fazal Muhammad. It is a 3rd Generation business which
started off with cold storage but now has expanded to
be one of the top exporters of kinnow in Pakistan. They
exported their first product in 2008.
There are over 100 Kinnow processors in Sargodha and
over 40 of them are exporters. Al- Rafique lies with in top
5 exporters in Pakistan. It consists of 3 departments:
•
•
•

Growing
Production
Selling

Al Rafique enterprises is Global Gap Certified.
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ORCHARD

On-boarding
1

2

3

Survey of the
Orchard

Growing

4

Soil testing

Farmer
Registration

Field is prepared:
Al Rafique keeps a check on
the field and provides inputs
according to the field
condition

5

Farmer works on the farm
•
Pruning and training
•
Fertilizers
•
Water management
•
Maintenance

6

The Agri Expert from the
company makes fortnightly
visits to keep
check on the condition

7

The company keeps a
track of all farm events

Fertilizers
/ Inputs

25% Of the total
payment goes to the
farmer
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ORCHARD

Harvesting

Advisory

25% Of the total payment goes
to the farmer

8

9

10

11

Processing

Labor is hired for the
harvesting season
which lasts 4 months

Weighing at Factory

12

•
•

Export
17

Pre-cooling
refer
containers to 4
degrees

Loaded Truck
Unloaded Truck

Labor sorts the Kinnow
while picking

13

Quality check

18

Loading of
containers

•
•
•

14

Processing

19

Transport to
Karachi port

15

Packaging and
labeling

20

Export

16

Storage

Grade A ( Export)
Grade B ( Local)
Grade C ( Juice)

Kinnow is sorted
into 20kg baskets
and loaded on to the
truck
Farmer is issued a
receipt

Labor

Receipt

25% Of the total payment
goes to the farmer

Inputs that
FACTORY FINANCE

Al- Rafique provides

25% Of the total payment
goes to the farmer

Existing process map- Kinnow

USER PERSONAS
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ORCHARD

CEO

Communication

Name: Ch. M. Naseer
Location: Sargodha
Tech literacy

Sources of Information

Willingness to
adopt technology

•
•
•
•

Research papers
Conferences
Agri exhibits
Network of Agri Experts

‘mera banda kehta hai mai field mein
hun, field mai kahan hai?’
What does he do?
Oversee all operations of business (make
decisions)

What he wants?
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Hailstorm mitigation technology
Control room to monitor progress
on the field
Moisture level of the soil
Telenor to introduce international
agricultural technologies locally

Pain Points
Wants to be able to validate
farmer’s actions
Wants better over sight of field
operations
Fertilizers should be less than
maximum residual limit for
export

Agri Expert
Name: Dr Gamroz
Location: Sargodha

Communication
Maintains record
of each farm on
his laptop

EDUCATION
PHD

Sources of Information
Tech literacy

•
•
•
•

Willingness to
adopt technology

Research papers
Conferences
Agri exhibits
Network of Agrarian friends

”Best practices tou kiya hum tou kiya hum
tou good practices pe bhi nahi hain”
What does he do?
1
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Manages and
provides advisory
to 60 farms

2

3

He decides on what
inputs are required
by the farmer

4

Makes picking
schedule based on
ripening.

5

Keeps a check on
the logbooks of the
farmers

6

Maintains all the
farm data on his
laptop.

Fortnightly visits
to the farms for
monitoring

Pain Points
Always on phone calls
Usual practices of farmers are not
according to the need of farm
Excessive ploughing causes
uprooting
No accurate weather forecast
No effective method of
communication

Farmer

Farmland size

Name:
Location: Sargodha

60

Acres

1 acre = 100-150 maunds

Registered with Al Rafique

Sources of Information

Tech literacy

•
•
•

Willingness to
adopt technology

Al Rafique enterprises
Dr Hamid advisory on PTV
Network of farmer friends

‘Bashira jhoot bolta hai!’
Pain Points
- No accurate weather forecast
- No effective method of communication
- Cant produce export quality kinnow on his own
- Water shortages
- Climate changes
What Al Rafique does for him:
- Provides advisory
- Provides financial support
- Provides technical assistance
- Marketing
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Communication
through feature
phone

Payments are made
in 4 installments
1 acre = 100-150 maunds

Cost/ Acre = 2 lacs
12,000,000 Rs per
year

Cheque

JOURNEY MAP
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ORCHARD

GROW

Survey

Activities

Detail analysis of
the farm:
- Soil testing from
different depths
- Only 10 years
old farms are
considered.
- 25 acres+ land is
preferred

Cash
Reflow

Challenges

Opportunities

Motivations
+ Feelings

Tech

How to accurately
determine the
health of the
orchard
Farmers do not
want to put effort
into the orchard

Plan

Contract in AprilMay
Contract is of 2
years but its revised
after every year.
Types of contracts
1- Khara bagh
2- Grade A, B

- Soil Analysis at the
start of every year
- Payments are
made to the
farmers in 4
installments.
- Doctor provides
advisory on
Fortnightly basis

Agribusiness
purchases the
inputs and
provides them to
the farmer

Gives 25% advance
payments at the
time of contract

Payment is made in
the form of cross
cheques

25% payment to
farmers at the time
of input

Farmers are not
willing to sign a 2
year contract

Each farm has its
own specific cycle.
No timely and
accurate weather
updates.
No yearly schedule
for the farmers.

Agribusiness wants
surety that inputs
provided by them
were applied to
the farm
Manual Data entry
of progress and
history of 60 farms

Track and trace
Data entry
Keeping track of
Orchard’s cycle
Providing advice
specific to orchard’s
needs.

Need a better way
of classifying and
keeping a record of
grade a, b, c

Tension in grading
process
Farmer wants more
A and B quality.
Labor too lazy
to sort them
accurately.

Communication is
done entirely on
phones.

Grade A and
grade b fruits
are processed
separately

Crop calender for
Orchard planning
- Dashboard for
Agrarian
- Tracking cash flow
- Tracking history,
quality and yield.

IoT sensors to
determine soil
moisture
Digital logbook for
factory
Personalized SMS to
farmers from factory
A digital community to
share innovation steps
amongst farmers

Hailstorm
mitigation
technology
A control room for
monitoring:
1- weather ( temp.
and humidity
2-Disease Alert

Geo-tagging for farm
attendance
Smartphone for pickers
GPS attendance for
people in the field
live monitoring of
farms.
Color segmentation
(beacon based system)

Digitize weighing
scale
Digitize receipt
to know the yield
procured.

Real -time data
of harvest for
shipment planning
will provide 5 hours
head start.

Weigh-bridge
data can be
automatically
logged into
Sourcesmart
Business could
track trucks to know
the time of arrival;

Agrarian insisted on
advisory through
text messages as it
leaves the farmer
with a written proof
of instructions.

Farmer trust Al
Rafique.
Al Rafique needs
to keep track of
all the assistance
they provide to the
farmers.

Workers can be
converted to smart
phones and can
also be trained.

They really like the
geo-fencing idea.

Advisory app
integration in
Sourcesmart

Micro weather
station+ micro
advisory for
Sargodha.
Electronic logbook
IVR voice message
system

Digital survey
of orchards for
agreement.
Geo-fencing:
Classify farms
according to mini
climate change.

Agribusiness wants
orchards that can
produce Grade A
Kinnow
Farmer trust Al
Rafique’s advisory

Monitory
advice

PROCESSING

Registration

They tend to break
the contract

Pictorial analysis
‘Saath dou’ communities

Providing good
advisory and
timely payments,
increases farmer
loyalty.

7272 for citrus

Inputs

HARVEST

Picking
Labor is hired for
4 months in the
harvest season
Picking season is
from November to
March

Doctor provides
advisory. Farmer
just implements

Sorting

Transport

Grading is
dependent on
visual observation
and size.

Graded Fruits are
sorted into baskets,
weighed and
loaded on to the
truck.

Grade A- Export
Grade B- Local
Grade C- Juices

25% payment to
farmers

Use drones to
monitor progress
(Quality, harvest,
progress, crop,
health, NDVI)

Farmers are issued
a receipt.

Receive
Weighing is done
on receiving the
truck
1- loaded
2- unloaded
Each basket is of
20kgs

Processing+
packaging
Box Bar-code: Batch
number
QR code: Details of
the box
Export boxes
weight: 10kg

Quality check

EXPORT

Storage
Refer container
is precooled to 4
Degrees before
loading.
Shelf life of kinnow
at 4 Degrees is 6080 days.

Transport/
Export
Containers stop
at plug-in points
along Sargodha
to Karachi once
every 6 hours.

Final 25% payment

‘Atleast 5-6 hours
bacha saktay hain
hum advance
planning se’

Packing of fruit is
done manually once
its processed

Monitoring the fruit
condition through
video is not very
reliable
Needs to maintain
data regarding
production as
they globally GAP
certified
Track and trace by
reading existing QR
code and blending
it with orchard
details to issue new
QR code

Manager claims
that only they
use padding on
conveyor belt to
prevent Kinnow
from getting
damaged.

Willing to innovate.
They added barcode and QR code
on the packaging
for easier tracking.

IoT sensors
for refers to
ensure a more
accurate analysis
of temperature
condition.

CHALLENGES
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Orchard Data Management
Export certifications such as Global GAP require processors and exporters to maintain
records of the fruit growing and harvesting process. Such records are maintained on
paper based forms as well as digital records (in MS excel) to track the events at each
orchard such as soil test results, water supply, fertilizer and pesticide applications date
and quantity, orchard visits by agribusiness staff as well as the agronomy advice provided
by the agribusiness staff to the growers. Al-Rafique has provided log-books to 60 orchard
growers to track these things.
Agribusiness monitors growth progress of each orchard to determine when the kinnows
will be ready for picking so that they can deploy their labor for picking accordingly. Given
that every orchard has its own schedule, doing this process manually can become very
complex. The agribusiness expressed interest in a module that would allow them to
track the crop growth progress for all of its orchards. This will provide them with more
timely and accurate data that would enable to them to more effectively plan their export
processes.
For other agribusinesses, customized crop calendars can be impactful because they will
allow the agribusiness to track the growth of the produce at each farm and provide them
with data to better plan their further processes. Growers can be provided ways to capture
farm events on their smartphones along with picture records of input application. Such
data can be further extended into a track-n-trace module for exporters.
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Manual grading process creates frustration
for growers
Agribusiness hires labor to pick the fruits from the contracted orchards. Their supervisor
oversees the picking and grading process which is done based on visual inspection. Laborers
sort the produce into grade A (flawless, export quality), grade B (local market) and grade C
(poor quality or damaged). Growers get highest rate for grade A produce (900/maunds) and
medium rate for grade B (500-600/maunds). Grade C produce is sold for very less price to
juice producers.
We observed that grower (orchard owner) was not happy with the labor rejecting his
produce into Grade C. Agribusiness agrarian advised the labor to carefully sort the produce.
Mechanical or vision based sorting technology solutions can be deployed in farms to
accurately sort and weight them at the farm. Installing an IOT device in the weighing scale
can reduce the chance of pilferage.
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Precise weather and disease alerts
Agribusinesses agrarian finds it challenging to monitor the micro-climate
of each orchard. Weather conditions at each orchard vary within the same
geographic region as well based on soil dynamics, proximity to water and
other factors etc. Similarly weather events like strong winds, hailstorms
etc. can have significant impact on produce quality. Micro-weather stations
can be installed to provide precise weather advisory but it’s not feasible for
individual agribusiness to manage such stations. Agrarian would also like
to have an ICT system where he can disseminate advisory to the growers
working with their agribusiness.
If farmers are alerted about incoming extreme weather 72 hours prior,
they can take the required actions to protect their crop. Telenor’s 7272
service already disseminates a lot of critical agronomic advisory and
weather data, and can perhaps be integrated with SourceSmart.
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Visibility of field operations
Agribusinesses are concerned about the lack of visibility of their
field operations, having to rely on the good faith of their labor.
They want to be able to track the whereabouts of their labor, the
progress of picking and collection and possible pilferage. Picking
takes up to 30 days and agribusiness wants to know the daily
progress of their operations.
“Mera banda kehta hai keh mein field pe hoon lekin field mein kahan
hai?” (my staff says (on phone) that i am in the field but we don’t know
where exactly in the field? )
CEO - Al Rafique

CEO would like to have a control room at his factory to monitor the
2500 Acres of orchards contracted out by his business. Dashboards
should show progress of picking operations (day wise) - which
typically take 15-30 days, as well as growth progress around the
year. He would also like weather advisory and farm visit logs to be
linked to the dashboard for each orchard as well.
For attendance, if the location of all the labour in the farm can be
tracked in real-time then the agribusinesses will have information
regarding the whereabouts of its employees. Agribusinesses can
also provide smartphone to their employees and ask them to
submit pictures that depict the progress of picking so far.
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RICE
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Rice cultivation in Pakistan
Rice constitutes a major share of agriculture produce exported by Pakistan as we are
the 3rd largest exporter of rice in the world fetching in more than $2B revenue in
2018. We produced 7.3 Million Tons of Rice in 2017-18.
There are a lot of rice mills spread across the country with different levels of
operations. Farmers lack proper storage and drying facilities to save paddy rice and
sell their produce at earliest causing supply excess. Rice mills save paddy rice and
process it into different types of rice products and by-products.
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RICE

NOVEMBERDECEMBER
5 Harvest

PRODUCT CYCLE
RICE
12 Sell to consumers
6

12

13

Sell

Mill needs
more paddy

4

Water and Nutrient
management

11 Processing
Flow of cash

Farmer

3

Growing

Husking
Polishing

Mill

7 Arthi

10 Storage

2

Mills buys
the paddy

Rice Field Preparation
Sowing of saplings

1 MAY- APRIL

Farmer may take loans
for field preparation from
arthi

RICE

•
•

Flow of cash

MAY- APRIL
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Head-rice 30%
By Products- 70%

8
9 Sundry

Moisture level is decided
according to the need
16-17 is the ideal moisture
level

ABOUT KHUSHI FOODS
Khushi Foods is a private, family owned business. Its
rice mill, located in Nankana Sahib, deals with the
procurement, processing and storage of rice. Khushi Foods
sells most of their produce in the local market under their
brand name Almeer. They export the rest of the produce
under the same brand name. They procure paddy mostly
from the mandi by dealing with the middle man, the arthi,
and process the paddy at the rice mill. They use a manual
drying process and do not own a storage silo.
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RICE

Growing

1

2

3

Farmer gets loans from
arthi

Farmer buys the
seedlings for sowing

Harvesting

4

5

Labor is arranged for the
harvesting season by the
farmer.

Farmer may or may not
take loans from the arthi to
arrange labor and transport

Arthi provides loans to the farmer

6

7

8

Farmer monitors the
farm

Arthi provides loans to the farmer

Processing

Selling/ Buying

Farmer takes the
produce to the Arthi
to sell

Mill agents visit the
arthis, inspect the Munji
(Paddy) and offer the
rate.
Arthi’s compare the cost
of multiple agents and sell
the munji to the highest
bidder.

9

Weighing
•
•

Loaded Truck
Unloaded Truck

10

Quality check/ Inspection

11

Sun-drying

12

Storage

13

Processing:
1- Husking
2- Polishing

The trucks are provided
by third party

Export

13

Loading

14

Monitoring

The mills may also sell
the product to traders

Existing process map- Kinnow
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RICE

CEO

Communication

Khushi Foods
Name: Muhammad Shafique
Location: Nankana Sahib

Sources of Information
Tech literacy

•

Willingness to adopt
technology

•
•

Network of rice mills in Nankana
Sahib
Network of friends
Arthis at Mandi

‘‘Rice industry mai koi parhi likhi
labour nahi hoti”

What does he do?
1

Maintains and
monitors purchase
records and agent
history on registers

2

Makes payments
after checking
the rice at the
factory

Khushi foods:
Buys Paddy
from open
market. No
fixed agents.
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They sell rice
to traders and
sometimes
other mills

Decides the
rate on the
spot based on
visual analysis
of rice

Pain Points
Rates are heavily dependant on
market situation
It is farmer choice if he wants to
sell rice directly to mills or put it for
auction at the mandi
No formal testing lab. They only
have kanta for weighing purposes
No Silos for storage

Arthi

COMMUNICATION

Name: Ch. Iqbal
Location: Sargodha

Communication is
done mostly on
feature phones.

Sources of Information

Tech literacy

•

Willingness to adopt
technology

•

Sits with other arthis and
decide on the rate
Mandi

‘A digital system will only increase the
labor cost’

What does he do?
1

Provides loans to
farmers

2

Sell the produce
to other parties

3

Kachi Arth
Takes 2.5%
commision from
the farmers

4

Paki Arth
Takes1% from the
mills when they
demand for rice

5
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Sells paddy from
farmers to mills
and from mills to
traders

Pain Points
Farmers are not always loyal. They
sell the product to anyone who is
paying more even when they take
loans from him
Its difficult procuring money from
the mills on time.
Manual data entry can lead up to
payment errors

Farmer

Farmland size

Name: Liaqat
Location: Nankana Sahib

13

Acres

1 Acre = 30- 40 maunds
produce

Sources of Information

Tech literacy

•
•
•

Progressive

Fertilizer companies
Arthis, Beoparis
Network of farmer friends

‘Telenor should open a shop in our
village and provide quality fertilizers’
1 Points
Pain
- No accurate weather forecast
- No effective method of communication
- No proper advisory
3 to Arthis as they rely on loans
- Indebt
from them
- Water shortages
- Climate changes

5
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Communication
through feature
phone
Payments are
made once at the end
of the year
1 maund produce = 2200 RS

OTC user

JOURNEY MAP
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RICE

Plan

Grow

Harvest

Transport

Sell

FARMER
Procure the saplings
for sowing
Consultation

Activities

Sow the sapling
May- April
The water stands for
5-6 days on the field

Beopari provides
labor to the farmers
for packing and
transport

Government advices
the farmers not to
sow before 20th April

Farmers get loans for
field preparation from
Arthis

Challenges

Arthi provides money
for renting the trolley
when needed.
Trolleys are arranged
by the farmer himself

Arthi provides farmers
with the money for
inputs. Later after
selling, he deducts
its cost.
Arthi also takes 2.5%
commission from the
farmer.

Mill agents visit the
arthis, inspect the
Munji (Paddy) and
offer the rate.
Arthi’s compare the
cost of multiple agents
an sell the munji to
the highest bidder.

Payments are made
through cheque and
cash.

Mill does not provide
advisory to farmers

Lack of advisory for
pre sowing

Agri loans liquidity

Fertilizers companies
sell products based on
advisory

Farmer arranges the
labor himself

Some times they face
challenges during
distribution.
Running after mills for
money is a challenge.
Farmers can be disloyal and after taking
money from one arthi,
they might sell the
product to the other.

Arthi has to find the
right bidder

Opportunities

Motivations+
feelings

Fertilizer companies
provide advice
and also conduct
seminars, Free Food
is arranged for the
farmers .

Farmers do not trust
the arthis when it
comes to advice on
the inputs

Processing
And
Packaging

Storage

Export

RICE MILL
Weight analysis is
done at the factory:
1- weight of the vehicle ( loaded- unloaded
weight)
2- weight of the borhi
Receipt is given to
the Arthi which hold
details of the weight
and number of bags

Mill drys the munji
and for storage.
Moisture content is
decided as per order.
Ideal moisture content
value is 16-17 which
makes the rice last for
a month

Production depends
on demand and
supply.
Records of stocks and
payments are kept on
registers.
Variety of rice

Tests for export
certification are done
by 3rd party lab
Purchase
Stakeholders:
Exporters
Stockists
Shopkeepers
Wholesalers ( Mandi)

Kunda--> manual
receipt--> entry pass
--> electronic receipt

Looking for alternatives to sun drying like
air drying .

No accurate idea of
rice processing quality

No visibility of stock
positioning.

Rice can be given any
shape according to
the need but its not
reversible.

Manual calculation to
determine yield

Digitize receipts
issued from the
factory
Digitize weigh-bridge
Automatic entry
of data
Finance module

Mill wants to know
the percentage
recovered after munji
is processed.

CEO wants to know
how much head-rice is
procured from munji

Digitize stock
management of
produce and empty
bags

He wants information
of how much produce
is left after processing

Preserving the
produce

Arthis are payed
through cross
cheques,
The payment records
are kept on the
registers. Records
of incoming and
outgoing payments
maintained.
Buyers only pay

Arthi also takes 2.5%
commission from the
farmer.
Arthi receives payments from the mills
in 2 or more weeks.
Planning on last years
sales data
Farmers has no other
option but to go to
Arthis for money and
fertilizers.

Gate In

ARTHI

Arthi pays for transport and harvest cost
when needed.

Cash
Reflow

Demand Bid

Drying and
Temperature
Storage

- Small holder farmers
do not produce
enough quantity
- Total quantity
required by the mill:
5000 sacks
- They mostly buy
produce from arthis

Loss and gain report
of rice can be useful
here.

Determine quality of
raw material

Software with
insurances

PR O JECT O VER V I E W

FIELD P R EP AR A T I O N

R ESEAR CH O VE RV I E W

IN FI ELD SYN THE S I S

SY N TH ESI S WORKS H O P

R ESEAR CH FI ND I N G S

P R I OR I T Y O PPO R TUNITY AR EAS
MI NI M UM VI AB L E P RO D U C T

O TH ER O P PO R T U N I T Y A RE A S

FUTU R E R O AD MA P
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8. PR I OR I T Y O PPORTU NITY A RE A S
The importance of each opportunity area was discussed among all
stakeholders present at the brainstorming session, with each stakeholder bringing a unique perspective to the table. Following the
discussion, all stakeholders individually voted for the prioritization of
each opportunity area - low, moderate or high - and the scores were
aggregated and used to decide which opportunity areas should be
prioritized.

Ideas were voted on the basis of
feasibility, implementation and
business value.
The importance of each opportunity area was
discussed among all stakeholders present at
the brainstorming session, with each stakeholder bringing a unique perspective to the
table. Following the discussion, all stakeholders individually voted for the prioritization of
each opportunity area - low, moderate or high
- and the scores were aggregated and used
to decide which opportunity areas should be
prioritized.
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High

Medium

Low

OPPORTUNITY AREAS IDENTIFIED FOR MVP
1. Digitized data entry

4. Data analytics

Digitizing data entry at multiple points across the procurement
chain will reduce costs and increase efficiency of process. It will
also allow for automated data aggregation which reduces the
possibility of data being tampered with and enables easier data
analytics.

Agribusiness management can use the wealth of data flowing
into the system to make more informed decisions about their
operational processes in real time.

2. Access to farmer profiles

Integrating EasyPaisa into SourceSmart will allow for small
dairy farmers to be paid instantly with the click of a button.

Transaction history for a farmer will be compiled and a farmer
profile will be made, highlighting key details such about his
financial interaction with Nurpur.

3. Reduced pilferage
The application will enable the agribusiness management to
monitor generator usage more effectively to identify pilferage.
Digitized data entry will also reduce the chances that data can be
tampered, resulting in more accurate gain/loss calculations.
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5. Direct digitized payments

6. Weighbridge data
Most agribusinesses capture this data on paper. Digitizing its
data entry will further remove the need for paper and allow
more efficient data analysis of the procurement process.

PR O JECT O VER V I E W

FIELD P R EP AR A T I O N

R ESEAR CH O VE RV I E W

IN FI ELD SYN THE S I S

SY N TH ESI S WORKS H O P

R ESEAR CH FI ND I N G S

PR I O R I TY O P PORT U N I T Y A RE A S

M I NI M UM V IA BL E P R O DU CT
O TH ER O P PO R T U N I T Y A RE A S

FUTU R E R O AD MA P
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9. M I N I M U M V I AB LE PRODU C T
Data flow and feature set suggestions for
the Soucesmart MVP.

MVP Overview
Farmer
Registration

Dashboard &
Analytics

User type: area
officer

User type: area
manager

Digitized data entry
of new farmers

Track procurement
activity

Payment
Module

Procurement
Records

Milk Collection
Center

Track and disburse
payments
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Lab results

Incentive and target
setting

User type:
MCCI

User type: MMT

User type: area
lab supervisor

Gain/loss report

Digitized
receipts

Digitzed data
entry when
receiving milk
from MCCI

Digitized data
entry of lab
results

Digitzed test
results
User type: factory
finance

Transportation

Milk Collection Centre

Farmer will
receive a text
message

1

Transport
6

1

Farmers bring the milk
to the MCC.

2

MCCI will conduct basic
quality tests and finds
out Fat and LR content

7

3

Data entered on to the
app. App calculates:
•
SNF
•
13TS
•
Total Cost

8

4

He will issue a digital
purchase receipt to the
farmer.

10

4a

Print receipt option

5

Finalizes summary report
at the time of collection
(MPS)

Start
Collection

2 Receipt

View rate
Enter temperature
View leftover
quantity
View targets

Records collection

Module

3

4 End collection
Genset readings
•
Start
•
End

5 Farmer records

11
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MCCI logbook

Measures volume

12

Tests milk ( Organo,
APT, COB)

13

26 tests are done.
The results are
entered in the app
Signature module
AO accepts the milk
from the MMT and signs
the digital receipt.

Enters details in app
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select MCCI
Name/center
Volume
LR
Fat
Temperature

Signature module
MMT accepts the milk
from the MCCI and both
sign the receipt.

Enter:
Tanker number
Volume received

14

Finalizes lab
collection

15

Print receipt option
Factory dispatch

16

Dispatch Note
•
Truck No.
•
Truck Driver
•
Capacity
•
Qty, Fat, Lr, SNF

Finalises Mobile
Report
Collects milk in the tanker

1 MMT Day Start
•
•
•

3

Odometer reading
Tanker number
Route number

Complaint module
Summary report
Finalize collection+
Leftover amount

Area Lab Supervisor

Summary report
Finalize collection

2 Rejection Note

1 Lab Module

2 Dispatch Note

Milk details
Adjusted volume
Rejection reasons
Designated Signature

Process Map- Milk

Area manager
17

Review and sign
dispatch note

•
•
•
•
•
•

ROUTE 1

ROUTE 2

20

21

Supplier
Supplier type
MCC
Area/ Region
Tanker/ route
Area Officer

22

Tanker arrives at the
factory

Gain and loss (view)

24

The milk is tested
portion wise after
receiving.

25

Results are entered
onto the dispatch note
for quality and loss/
gain reports

Level 1- MCCI to Area Lab
Level 2- Lab to dispatch
Level 3- dispatch to plant reception
Level 4- MCCI to plant reception

Track milk collection
for all MCCI in real time
and adjust the routes if
required.
Review milk quality and
submit to factory.

Reviews Loss/ Gain report
generated by system
regarding milk collection

Incentive setting module
Performance and collection record
   MCCI    Area Officer    MMT
Supplier and incentive records

Target setting
Set target for MCC, Area officer and
Area Manager
Monthly, weekly, and daily basis
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23

Collection report

18

19

Factory Lab

Factory Finance

Price setting module
- Seller type, Route wise...

MCC management
Review data for each MCC
operations

Complaint management
Farmer registration

Reporting
module:
QA
Collection
Targets
History

Payments module
Total payment
Milk payment + Incentive= Total
payment
Payment calculation
Supplier payment= Rate x Volume
supplied
Incentive calculation
Calculate incentives for supply
Based on formulas
Payments to direct farmers

Finance Dashboard
Total cost per liter
Price/ Liter procured
Transport cost/ Liter
HR cost
Operational Cost

Process Map- Milk

Minimum Viable Product (MVP)
Description
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MVP | DESCRIPTION

Mobile Application
Users
MCCI, MMT, Area Officer and Maintenance Incharge

Primary features
MCCI
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital data entry during receipt of milk.
Digital signature verifying data entered into the app.
Start and end of daily collection, highlighting key procurement metrics for the day.
Daily and weekly summary reports showing amount of milk procured.
Farmer records showing amount of milk procured and payment owed.
Complaint management.
Genset readings collection.
Digitally managed visitor log book.

MMT
•
•
•
•
•

Digital data entry during milk collection from MCC.
Digital signature verifying data entered into the app.
Start and finalize daily collection, highlighting key procurement metrics for the day.
Generate rejection note if needed.
Daily summary reports showing amount of milk procured.

Area Officer
•
•
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Manage visits to MCCs.
Register farmers.

MVP | DESCRIPTION

FEATURE DETAILS
MCCI
1. Start Collection
•
•

Once MCCI arrives at the MCC, he will open the app and begin collection
for the day. He will have to enter the current temperature of the chiller.
He will be able to view the following on his screen: rate, leftover quantity
from last night and targets.

4. Summary reports
•
•
•

2. End Collection
•
•

Before closing the MCC for the day, MCCI will have to end collection.
He will have to enter the amount of milk leftover in the chiller and the
temperature of the chiller.
He will also have to manually enter and upload pictures of the genset and
WAPDA meter readings.

5. Farmer records
•
•

3. Receipt Module
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Will be used by MCCIs to issue the receipt of milk.
Once all tests on a sample are completed and the milk is accepted, MCCI
will the select farmer from the list of registered farmers.
Once the farmer has been selected, MCCI will record the receipt. He will
enter gross volume, fat and LR into the app.
SNF, adjusted volume at 13 TS and rate will be automatically calculated
and displayed to the MCCI.
Farmer will be sent a receipt via SMS.
Optionally, app should be able to generate a printed version of the receipt
as well.
Receipt will be uploaded to system either when internet connection is
available or when MCCI taps sync button.

MVP | DESCRIPTION

MCCI will also be able to view incomplete daily reports showing
the amount of milk collected during the day so far. When MCCI
ends collection, the report will be finalized.
MCCI will be able to view the summary reports over daily or
weekly time periods.
The reports will aggregate data regarding milk procurement and
show the total amount of milk collected, the average values for
fat, LR and SNF and the total cost over the relevant time period.

MCCI can view a certain farmer’s transactions over weekly time
periods.
The reports will aggregate data regarding milk procurement and
show the total amount of milk collected, the average values for
fat, LR and SNF and the payment owed to the farmer by Nurpur.

6. Issue reporting
•
•
•
•

MCCI can communicate with the area office by generating tickets
about operational issues, faulty machines or the requirement to
register a new farmer.
Feature details: MMT
Start Collection
MMT will begin collection for the day by entering the current
odometer reading and tanker number and select route number.

FEATURE DETAILS
MMT

Area Officer

1. Start Collection

1. MCC Management

•

•

MMT will begin collection for the day by entering the current odometer
reading and tanker number and select route number.

2. Milk Collection from MCC
•

•
•
•

Once all tests on a sample are completed and the milk is accepted, MMT
will record the receipt of milk. He will select the MCC from a list and enter
the following: volume, LR and Fat of milk collected and the temperature
of the chiller at which the milk was collected.
The SNF and volume at 13 TS will be automatically calculated and
displayed to the MMT.
MMT will confirm the data entered by digitally signing in the app. MCCI
will confirm the metrics at which milk was handed over to MMT by
digitally signing in the MMT’s app.
Receipt will be uploaded to system either when internet connection is
available or when MCCI taps sync button.

3. End Collection
•
•
•
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MMT will end his collecting by finalizing the summary by entering the
odometer reading into the app.
Lab supervisor will digitally sign onto the MMT’s app to confirm that milk
has been received at the area office.
Once milk has been received, the area officer in charge of the route will
be sent a notification on his app.

MVP | DESCRIPTION

•

Area officer can visit a MCC and log his visit using the app by
entering the region the MCC caters to, the purpose of his visit
and who accompanied him.
He can view the daily milk collection progress in the MCCs
assigned to him.

2. Register Farmers
•

•

He can use the app to register farmers with Nurpur by entering
their name, mobile number, CNIC number and expiry date, and
farm size and selecting their location, farmer type, payment
method and commodities.
He can also draw the outline of the farm over a Google Maps
satellite image.

Maintenance Incharge
•
•

He can view a list of all reported issues assigned to him by the
area manager.
Upon resolving an issue, he can log his feedback through the
app.

Web Application
Users
Area Lab Supervisor, Area Manager, Factory Finance

Primary features
Area Lab Supervisor
Digitized data entry of all 26 lab test results.
Digital signature verifying data entered into the app.
Area Manager
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incentive and target setting for his team members (MCCI, MMT and Area Officer).
Complaint management with MCCI.
Price setting for procurement.
Tracking procurement activity.
Manage routes based on procurement activity.
Manage MCCs by viewing their data.
Register and manage sellers.
Automated report generation, such as gain /loss report.

Factory Finance
•
•
•
•
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Automatic calculation of all pending payments to sellers.
Track and disburse pending payments.
Incentive calculation.
Gain/loss report across all levels of procurement.

MVP | DESCRIPTION

Feature details: Area Lab Supervisor
1. Start Collection
•
•

•

Receipt and Testing of Milk
When the tanker arrives at the area office, the area lab supervisor will
take samples for testing. Upon completion of all tests, lab supervisor will
enter the tanker number, route name, MMT name, area officer, volume
of milk received and results of all tests into the system.
App will be able to generate a printed version of the receipt as well.

2. End Collection
•
•
•

•
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Once collection for the day is completed, lab supervisor will end
collection for the day and enter the leftover quantity of milk in the chiller.
Area manager will be sent a notification to inform him about end of
collection.
Once the milk is transferred to the tanker for transportation to the
factory, a dispatch note will have to be created. For this, the area lab
supervisor will enter the required data and log the dispatch note into the
system.
A printed version of the dispatch note will be handed to the tanker driver.

MVP | DESCRIPTION

Feature details: Area Manager
Target and Incentive Setting

Complaint Management

•
•

•

•
•

Area manager will receive incentive targets for sellers from head office.
Area manager can set targets for his team members - area officers,
MCCIs and MMTs - on a daily, weekly or monthly basis and the system
will communicate these targets to the concerned team member. He can
view the progress for each team member individually.
Area manager can set incentives for suppliers based on different
parameters.
Area manager can set performance-based incentives for his team
members based on different parameters and the system will inform the
concerned team member.

Farmer Registration
•

•

Price Setting

•

•

•

Area manager can set prices region-wise, route-wise or even MCC-wise.
These prices will be displayed to the MCCI on his app and used for
calculation of supplier payments.

MCC Management
•
•
•
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Area manager can view all the data that flows in and out of any MCC.
He can view genset readings, reported issues, aggregated milk collection
data, individual milk collection receipts, chiller temperature data, visitor
log book and leftover amount. He can filter this data based on time.
He can view any targets or incentives that he had set and their progress.

MVP | DESCRIPTION

He can view issues reported by MCCIs and assign them to the
concerned employee for resolution.

He can register farmers with Nurpur by entering their name,
mobile number, CNIC number and expiry date, and farm size
and selecting their location, farmer type, payment method and
commodities.
He can also draw the outline of the farm over a Google Maps
satellite image.
He can view all farmers registered with Nurpur in his area and
can edit any of the above information.
He has to approve all farmers registered by his area officers by
digitally signing into the app.

Route Planning
•

He can view the amount of milk currently in the chiller at an
MCC at any time and make decisions regarding tanker routes
accordingly.

Reports
•

Area manager will be able to view automatically generated
reports for various subjects such as quality reports, gain/loss at
multiple levels, target achievement history and more.

Feature details
Factory Finance
Gain/loss Metrics
•

Factory finance can view gain/loss reports over 3 levels, MCCI to area lab,
lab to dispatch, dispatch to plant reception. The report can be viewed on
an individual level or a combination of two or more levels.

Payment Module
•
•
•
•

Factory finance can view pending payments individually for each farmer.
Pending payment will be calculated using the following formula:
Total payment = (rate assigned x volume collected) + incentive amount
They can view pending payment details and approve them for
disbursement.
They can view pending payments for small dairy farmers and pay them
directly through EasyPaisa by clicking a button.

Incentive Module
•
•
•
•
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Factory finance will receive incentive targets for sellers from head office.
They can set targets for all area managers on a daily, weekly or monthly
basis and the system will communicate these targets to the area
manager. They can view the progress for each team member individually.
They can set incentives for suppliers based on different parameters.
They can set performance-based incentives for all area managers based
on different parameters and the system will inform the area manager.

MVP | DESCRIPTION

Finance Dashboard
•

Factory finance can view cost breakdowns, including total cost per liter
procured, price per liter procured, transport cost per liter procured.
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7. OT H E R O PPORTU NITY A RE A S
We identified potential opportunity areas,
not limited to a specific agribusiness,
that Telenor can look to for extensions
or additions to the value proposition of
Sourcesmart.

Overview
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IoT - Soil
Monitoring

IoT - Cold Chain
Management

Crop
Financing

Finance
Management

Weighbridge and
Lab Data

Stock
Management

Agronomic
Advisory

Advanced
Data Analytics

1. IOT devices for increased effectiveness
and procurement efficiency
IoT can play important in improving the efficiency of agri-value chains in
different use-cases. They can provide business value to the agribusiness in
terms of automated, reliable and accurate data collection, decreased labor
and documentation costs, improved visibility of field operations and increased
monitoring & transparency. We identified two clear use cases for IoT devices

a. Soil Monitoring & Agronomy
The current method of soil testing requires a physical visit
to the farm by experts to take multiple samples of the soil at
different depths and send them to government agriculture
labs for getting test results which may take a few weeks. This
process is both resource and time intensive and is often done
once a year. Agronomic advisory related to inputs usage
specific to the farm is based on the soil tests.
Using IoT based soil sensors, key metrics to assess soil
health (such as soil water tension, pH, temperature) can be
automatically measured and used to make specific agronomic
advice. This will not only lessen the need for in-person visits
to the farm but also allow the agribusiness to measure soil
health more often because of automation.
In an orchard system where agribusiness supplies inputs and
working capital, the management is also concerned about
whether or not farmers actually apply the inputs supplied
to them; with automated, recurring measurements of key
soil nutrients over time, agribusinesses can track the how a
nutrient’s level has changed in the soil and verify whether
or not the input they supplied to the farmer was applied.
Such sensors are also proven to reduce the costs incurred on
fertilizers due to precise measurements.
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Alternatively, portable soil measurement sensors can also be
used. Example Soilcares. Drones can also be used to monitor
crop or fruit growth over time and take effective farming
decision.

b. Cold Chain Management
Agribusinesses that export their food products requiring cold-chain operations
(e.g. kinnow at 4’C) have to rely on third parties for the transportation of their
produce, in refrigerated containers to maintain the product quality. During
transit from agribusiness to port, the agribusiness relies on data sent by the
third party to track product and it’s temperature. Al-Rafique has provided
smartphones to the cold storage plug-in point operators to report pictures
and video proofs of temperature readings on the containers using Whatsapp,
however, someone monitors this data manually.
Installing IOT sensors and trackers in the refrigerated containers will provide
the agribusiness with real-time temperature and location data, allowing them to
track their products and ensure that its quality is being maintained. Al-Rafique
wants to be able to track their products internationally, something they told us
they are unable to do at the moment. Telenor can also partner with IOT solutions
providers to integrate such solutions into Sourcesmart.
For milk, IOT devices in the chiller and tankers will allow the agribusiness to
easily ensure that the quality of the milk is being maintained both while its at the
MCC and during transit.
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2. Crop Financing
Apart from the digitization of small payments to suppliers through EasyPaisa,
there are other opportunities for financial products and services as well. Such
products and services, when bundled with Sourcesmart, can create a powerful
value proposition for agribusinesses and farmers.
Farmers need finance throughout the growing cycle of Agri-products and they
rely on middle-men such as aarthi to secure working capital and household
expenses at high-interest rates. However, such arrangements bind them to the
finance providers to sell their produce as well (often at lower rates).
In closed-loop systems e.g. orchards, agribusiness directly provides working
capital to the growers which lock in their capital resources into the operations.
In traditional value chains e.g. grains, the agribusinesses rely on middlemen to
provide liquidity to the farmers as they release payments in 3-6 weeks timeframe after procurement. Telenor Microfinance bank has a strong agri portfolio
and can provide tailored services to businesses using sourcesmart.
“If you are offering insurance or financing along with your product, then it will provide us a strong incentive for becoming a customer” - Manager, Khushi Foods
Telenor can also introduce digital credit scoring for farmers who supply regularly to these agribusinesses and provide them with financial products as an
incentive, strengthening agribusiness loyalty programs. Similarly, invoice financing products against agribusiness receipts can also create a strong incentive for
farmers and agribusinesses.
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3. Finance Management
Small and medium-size agribusinesses (e.g. Khushi Foods and Al-Rafique)
manage their finances through paper-based ledgers, records, and receipts.
They do not have independent ERP systems to manage these financial records.
Such agribusinesses would prefer a unified software solution for procurement
and financial management. Adding a baseline functionality for payroll, vendor
management and book-keeping can create a strong value proposition for such
businesses.
Small and medium-sized agribusinesses also employ a sizeable number of labor
on daily wages during harvest season (300 laborers hired by Al-Rafique) and
in other operations. Payroll management and digital financial service products
(Easypaisa) can be bundled with finance management module to create more
revenue streams for Telenor. Additional products e.g. loans, voice and data
packages can be offered to these employees as an incentive for adoption of
digital financial services (Easypaisa).
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4. Most agribusinesses capture lab
testing and weighbridge data on paper
Most agribusinesses procuring grains (e.g. wheat, rice, corn etc.) have a lab
on premises to measure the quality of the produce and hence it’s grading.
The pricing of produce is determined on basis of the lab results and hence
they are important part of the procurement record. Similarly, lab testing is
essential part of each part of supply chain in formal dairy agribusinesses where
the procurement staff record the results of milk quality testing. Sourcesmart
can provide a module which can be readily integrated into any agribusiness
deployment for lab results management.
Similarly, most agribusinesses have an electronic (or manual) weighbridge
to record the weight of the produce brought into the factory. This record is
often maintained on paper receipts and added to the procurement record.
Sourcesmart can provide integrations to weighbridge to automatically capture
the weight of produce for procurement records. Alternatively, the weighbridge
module can generate a QR code based printed receipt recording the weight
which can be scanned later on in accounts department against the procurement
record of the supplier.
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5. Stock management
Agribusinesses maintain records of the stock of their produce and of other
material such as bags and boxes for packaging, other processing material, fuel
etc. Some maintain their stock inventory on paper while others maintain it on
excel sheets.
Such small and medium enterprises have the expectation that a procurement
software solution must provide ‘general stock management’ solution so they
don’t need additional software.
Based on our research, potential applications for such a module include rice
stock management because the processing of paddy results in 8 byproducts, all
of which need to be separately packaged, stored and sold. Digitizing the system
will make it easier for the rice mill to track all of its stock.
Furthermore, the agribusiness supply chain and marketing head for AlRafique (kinnow) informed us that kinnows account for roughly 30% of their
procurement while the rest includes packaging, machine supplies etc. This
module can also be integrated with barcode-based tracking of stock units
(product bags, cartons etc.).
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6. Agronomic Advisory
Agribusinesses can benefit if they are able to increase the quality of the produce
they procure by providing farmers with relevant and accurate agronomic
advisory. If farmers are alerted about incoming extreme weather 72 hours prior,
they can take the required actions to protect their crop. In closed loop systems
like orchards where agribusiness has invested in advanced contracts, specific
and precise advisory is of significant value. Al-Rafique showed intention to pay
for such services on per acre basis.
Telenor’s 7272 service already disseminates a lot of critical agronomic advisory
and weather data, and can perhaps be integrated with SourceSmart with better
resolution through geo-location using smartphones. Additionally, the use of soil
sensors coupled with weather data can be used to make precise prediction of
water requirements of crops, fruits or vegetables.
Other ways to increase access to agronomic advisory for farmers include a
forum where farmers can post queries with pictures of their crops and trained
agronomists can advise them on the best possible course of action. Machine
learning and image based disease detection applications can help agri experts
provide specific advisory to farmers remotely.
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7. Advance Data Analytics
The wealth of data that can flow through the SourceSmart system opens up a lot
of avenues for data analysis using AI and machine learning. An example includes
applying neural nets on the library of crop pictures uploaded by the farmers
to eventually allow for automated detection of the problem from a picture of a
crop. Similarly, digitized data regarding the procurement of dairy can be used to
analyze and present options for suggested optimal routes to the area manager
to make his milk collection process more efficient and reduce costs.
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10. F U T U R E ROA DMA P

Future Dairy Roadmap

Farmer
Registration

Payment
Module

IoT
Integration
Cold-chain
management
Soil sensors
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FUTURE ROADMAP

Dashboard &
Analytics

Digital
Credit
Crop financing
Credit scoring

Procurement
Records

Agronomic
Advisory
Integration with 7272
service

